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Abstract

CAT-TWO: Counter-based Adaptive

Tree, Time Window Optimized for

DRAM Row-hammer Prevention

Ingab Kang

Intelligence Systems

Department of Transdisciplinary Studies

The Graduate School of

Convergence Science and Technology

Seoul National University

In modern DRAM, data is stored as an electrical charge in capacitors. How-

ever, capacitors inherently leak charge and lose it entirely over a certain period

of time, which limits the lifespan of the data stored in DRAM. To overcome

this shortcoming, the charge in the capacitors is periodically refreshed to re-

tain data integrity. Recently, it has been discovered that repeated activations

(ACTs) to DRAM rows can expedite the charge leakage in nearby rows. Row-

hammering attacks capitalize on this phenomenon to repeatedly activate rows and

compromize DRAM integrity to nearby rows before they are refreshed. Several

studies propose to prevent row-hammering by counting the number of activates

to a DRAM row and refreshing the corresponding victim rows before the count
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surpasses a row-hammer threshold. However, these approaches either incur a

significant area overhead or a large number of additional activations that could

degrade the system performance. Therefore, the main objective of past research

has been to guarantee row-hammering protection while reducing the area and

performance overhead.

In this paper, we propose CAT-TWO, a time-window-optimized version of

the existing Counter-based Adaptive Tree (CAT) scheme for row-hammer pre-

vention, which aims to reduce the area overhead while incurring the same per-

formance overhead as the state-of-the-art prevention scheme. We first reduce

the number of refreshes to 2 for a counter that goes over the refresh thresh-

old at the last level by provisioning CAT-TWO with enough levels to reduce the

rows attached to the counter to a single row. We then ensure that the victim

rows are always refreshed at the last level of the tree without counter overflow

by configuring the threshold and the number of CAT-TWO counters based on

the fact that the maximum number of ACTs is limited within the refresh window.

We further reduce the size and latency of CAT-TWO by applying high-radix

rank-level CAT-TWO with multiple tree roots. We evaluated the overhead and

performance of CAT-TWO, with results indicating that CAT-TWO incurs less

than 0.7% energy overhead on a baseline DDR4 DRAM device, and generates

less than 0.03% additional ACTs to refresh victim rows in the worst case, which

hardly affects system performance.

keywords: DRAM, Memory systems, Reliability, Security, Error, Row-

hammering, Protection

student number: 2018-28445
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In modern computer systems, DRAM has been the de facto standard for main

memory for decades because it offers a large capacity at a small cost compared

to its alternatives. DRAM stores data in rows of DRAM cells and a cell uses a

single capacitor to store a single bit of data. If a cell is fully charged, the data

would be one; if the cell is not charged, the data would be zero. However, the

use of capacitors makes DRAM dynamic; charge leaks out of DRAM cells, and if

they are not refreshed within a specific time period, the data would be lost [2].

To prevent the loss of data, DRAM standards [11, 12] define tREFW, the time

interval within which a DRAM row must be refreshed to retain data.

Recently, due to process scaling, it has been found that activating a DRAM

row (aggressor row) creates a disturbance to its neighboring rows (victim rows),

which expedites the charge loss. If the disturbance accumulates enough due to

repeated activation (ACT), the neighboring rows eventually lose charge ear-

lier than tREFW, and hence data is flipped. This phenomenon is called row-

hammering [18, 23], and since its discovery, the exploitation and protection of

row-hammering have been an active area of research. Row-hammering was ini-

tially a DRAM reliability problem, but because an attacker could choose to target

a specific row to flip bits, it was soon shown that row-hammering is also a system

This chapter is based on [13].
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security problem as it could be leveraged to attack systems [3,5, 19,25,26,33].

Numerous solutions have been proposed to mitigate row-hammering [7, 16

18,20,21,27,28,30,34,35], where these previous row-hammermitigation schemes

can be classified as probabilistic or counter-based (deterministic). Probabilis-

tic solutions prevent row-hammering with very high probability and with mini-

mum hardware overhead, but counter-based solutions provide better protection

as they can guarantee that a row under attack is refreshed before its neighbor

rows are activated by a certain number of times (called a row-hammer thresh-

old). Furthermore, because counter-based solutions can carry out targeted re-

freshes, the number of additional row ACTs incurred by the deterministic so-

lutions can be smaller. However, deterministic solutions often require a large

storage table because they have to count the number of ACTs to a specific row.

Among the schemes which have been proposed to mitigate this storage over-

head problem [16, 20, 21, 27, 28], Counter-based Row Activation (CRA) [16]

suggests to store the counters in DRAM and bring the data to an on-chip cache

whenever a DRAM ACT command is sent. This scheme relies on memory access

locality; when DRAM accesses concentrate on a small number of DRAM rows

at a given time, a small cache would be sufficient to catch the majority of ACT

commands. However, it incurs additional DRAM accesses to manage CRA when

it misses the cache and hence performs poorly for applications with the limited

locality.

Other proposals target to reduce the total number of counters and reduce the

size of tables, where Counter-based Adaptive Tree (CAT) [27, 28] and Time

Window Counters (TWiCe) [20,21] are representative. CAT proposes to reduce

the number of counters by counting ACTs per group of DRAM rows. It further
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divides the group into subgroups when the number of ACTs passes a threshold. In

this way, groups that are activated more frequently are split into smaller groups

of rows, thereby tracking rows that are more likely to cause row-hammering in

a fine-grained manner, and saving counters on groups that are not frequently

activated and less likely to cause row-hammering. However, if CAT runs out of

counters or if it cannot divide the row groups into small enough groups, it must

refresh a handful of rows at once because it cannot discern which exact row in

the row group is a row-hammer victim.

TWiCe takes a different approach to reduce counters. TWiCe maintains a

one-counter-per-row approach but reduces the total number of necessary coun-

ters by periodically pruning rows that are not activated frequently enough and

therefore deemed innocuous. This intuition stems from the observation that the

maximum frequency of ACTs to a DRAM bank is limited by tRC, which limits the

number of ACTs within tREFW. Therefore, if a row is not activated frequently

enough, it cannot be activated enough to trigger row-hammering within tREFW.

However, while this approach cuts down the total number of counters to a few

hundred counters, it requires a larger table compared to CAT.

To maintain a small table size while detecting row-hammer aggressors with

high accuracy, we propose CAT-TWO, a Time Window Optimized version of

CAT. CAT requires a smaller table compared to TWiCe, but it cannot pinpoint

row-hammer aggressor rows. By contrast, CAT-TWO increases the number of

tree levels such that the last level groups (leaves) correspond to individual DRAM

rows. It also ensures that all the refreshes for row-hammer prevention occur

at the last level of the tree by provisioning CAT-TWO with the exact number of

counters required to prevent counters from overflowing. The number of counters
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needed is deduced by borrowing the intuition from TWiCe that the number of

ACTs within tREFW is limited, which limits the number of tree splits and so the

number of counters. As the number of counters differs by how the tree level

thresholds are set, we conduct a sensitivity study to explore when the number

of counters is minimized as we vary the threshold values of tree. Through the

study, we configure CAT-TWO to have equally spaced thresholds throughout all

levels.

We optimize CAT-TWO to require fewer counters and to reduce the table

size by populating multiple roots, deploying CAT-TWO per rank (not per bank),

and changing the CAT table structure. Because the spacing (number of counts)

between level thresholds are inversely proportional to the number of levels, we

configure CAT-TWO to have multiple roots. Initializing a tree to have multiple

roots reduces the levels needed for the last level to have only one associated row.

This increases the spacing between level thresholds and reduces the maximum

number of splits and hence the maximum number of counters. We further reduce

the size of CAT-TWO by deploying CAT-TWO per rank. Because the maximum

frequency of ACTs to a DRAM rank is smaller than the sum of maximum fre-

quency of ACTs to all banks in a rank, by consolidating all CAT-TWO tables that

were deployed per bank into one large CAT-TWO table per rank, we can re-

duce the maximum number of ACTs by 46%, reducing the table size. Lastly, we

propose to unify the counter table and the search table to reduce the size of the

tables and eliminate one surplus table access.

Deploying CAT-TWO per rank reduces the interval between two ACTs, which

increases CAT-TWO clock speed to around 4 GHz. As this speed is too high for

a memory controller or DRAM devices, it must be reduced to match DRAM clock
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speed. We reduce the clock speed of CAT-TWO by implementing the CAT-TWO

tree as a high-radix tree. Because a high-radix tree split a counter into more

than two children every time a level threshold is reached, fewer levels are needed

to divide row groups to a single row. Therefore, high-radix trees require fewer

table accesses between ACTs, reducing the clock speed of CAT-TWO.

Our analysis shows that CAT-TWO requires less than half the size of TWiCe,

only requiring a 1.2 KB table per 1 GBDRAMbank. When runningmulti-programmed

workloads and synthetic workloads emulating row-hammer attack scenarios, CAT-

TWO performs on par with TWiCe, incurring little to no additional ACTs. The

cost of maintaining CAT tables was negligible, requiring only 0.7% more energy

on table updates and 0.2% more energy per table reset.

In this paper, we make the following key contributions:

• We propose CAT-TWO, a time window optimized version of CAT that min-

imizes the number of additional ACTs while retaining a small table size, a

key benefit of CAT. CAT-TWO performs on par with TWiCe, whereas

requiring half the table size.

• We show that the size of CAT-TWO can be reduced by employing multiple

roots, deploying CAT-TWO per rank, not bank, and fusing its search and

counter tables without an increase in the number of additional ACTs.

• We reduce the clock speed of CAT-TWO by employing a high-radix tree.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 DRAM Basics

A DRAM rank is a collection of DRAM chips that operate in tandem; A DRAM

bank is an array of DRAM cells within a rank that can load and store data in-

dependent of other banks [9, 15]. A single DRAM cell is connected to a local

wordline (WL) and a bitline (BL), and the local WLs are connected to the global

WL. The DRAM cells connected to the same WL form a DRAM row. When the

data in a row is accessed, the memory controller must first send a row activate

command to raise the WL voltage to be high and connect the corresponding cells

to the BLs. Before the cells are connected, the BLs are at a precharged state,

with its voltage at V DD
2 , but when the cells are connected, the charge in the cells

flows to the BLs and causes a disturbance, which is then amplified by the BL sense

amplifiers (BLSA) at the bottom of the BLs. Because the charge in a cell is lost

in the course of distribution when the WL voltage is raised, it must be restored

when BLSAs amplify the charge. After a row is activated, to access a different

row, the BLs are first precharged (PRE) before a different row is activated. The

minimum time that two consecutive ACT commands to the same bank can be is-

sued is tRC, which limits the maximum frequency of ACTs on a bank. However,

This chapter is based on [13].
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ACT frequency on a rank is limited by row-to-row delay (tRRD) and four ac-

tivate window (tFAW). tRRD restricts the minimum time interval between two

ACT commands to a rank, and tFAW is the time window in which no more than

four ACT commands could be sent to a rank.

Another characteristic of DRAM is that it must be refreshed in a specific time

period. DRAM cells leak charge over time, and therefore the charge must be

refreshed before the data is lost. This time period within which a DRAM cell

must be refreshed is called a refresh window (tREFW). As there are many rows

in a DRAM bank, it is impossible to refresh all rows of a bank at the same time.

Therefore, DRAM refreshes are distributed across tREFW where a subset of

the rows in a bank is refreshed every DRAM refresh interval (tREFI) for the

duration of a row refresh cycle time (tRFC). However, with the discovery of

row-hammering [18], it has been found that activating rows causes disturbances

to neighboring rows, expediting the loss of charge in DRAM cells. If an aggressor

row is activated frequently enough within tREFW, the charge in neighboring rows

can have its data flipped before being refreshed. This phenomenon poses a severe

breach to DRAM integrity as it means data in rows can be tainted even without

being directly accessed. In order to mitigate row-hammering, rows adjacent to a

row that is activated frequently must be refreshed by activating the rows before

bit flips.
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2.2 Previous row-hammer solutions

PARA: Probabilistic Adjacent Row Activation (PARA) is a probability-based

row-hammer protection scheme [18]. PARA protects against row-hammering

by activating adjacent rows to a row that has been activated with a low proba-

bility. Even though the adjacent rows are activated with a low probability, as the

number of times that a row is activated increases, the probability that the adja-

cent rows are refreshed becomes higher. Therefore, by the time it is likely that

a row would cause row-hammering to adjacent rows, it is highly likely that the

adjacent rows would have been refreshed. However, this approach often causes

more refreshes than counter-based solutions because it must also refresh rows

that are not likely to have their bits flipped (false positives).

TWiCe: TWiCe is a per-row counter-based row-hammer prevention solution

based on the intuition that the number of ACTs within tREFW is limited [20]. In

order to cause row-hammering, a row must be activated frequently enough such

that it must surpass a row-hammer threshold (RHth), a threshold beyond which

adjacent rows are deemed unsafe, and therefore must be refreshed. However,

because all rows of a bank are refreshed within tREFW, if RHth is not reached

within tREFW, row-hammering could not occur. Therefore, if we monitor all

ACTs to individual rows, but periodically prune out rows that are not being ac-

tivated frequently enough to reach RHth within tREFW, we can count ACTs per

row while bounding the total size of counter tables down to the number of poten-

tial rows that could reach RHth. A model TWiCe suggested in [20] requires only

553 counters per 1 GB of DRAM bank, which is orders of magnitude fewer than

the total number of rows per bank (65,536 rows). However, TWiCe requires a
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larger table than CAT, therefore in certain situations where reducing die size is

crucial, CAT could be a better row-hammer mitigation solution.

CAT: CAT is a counter-based solution where row-hammering is mitigated by

counting the ACTs to a group of DRAM rows and refreshing the group of rows

and their adjacent rows when the count reaches RHth [28]. Especially, CAT

grows a tree of counters to determine how many rows are counted by a counter

according to the frequency of ACTs. For example, CAT begins by allocating a

single counter at the root of the tree for the entire rows in a DRAM bank. Each

counter holds an ACTCNT value, and each time that an ACT command is sent to

a row associated with a counter, the corresponding ACTCNT is increased by one.

If the ACTCNT of a counter reaches a level threshold, the group is split into two

child counters initialized with the ACTCNT of the parent counter. The number of

splits from the root counter to the currently active counter is called the level of the

counter, with the root counter having the lowest level 0 and the last level having

the highest level. Whenever a counter splits, the counter’s level is increased

by 1. We denote the level threshold of a counter at level n as Lvth[n]. As the

splitting continues, the counters span a tree where counters that are frequently

activated are at the higher levels, covering fewer rows per counter. By contrast,

less-frequently activated counters are at the lower levels, covering more rows

per counter. If a counter is at the last level L, and Lvth[L] is reached, all the

rows in that counter and the two rows adjacent to the row group is refreshed,

and ACTCNT is reset to zero. Lvth[L] is named the refresh threshold as it is

unique in that this threshold does not cause the counter to split, but refreshes the

rows that belong to the counter. Counters that are not at level L continues to

split every time Lvth[n] is reached until there are no free counters left in CAT,
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in which case Lvth[n] of all counters are set to Lvth[L], and they are refreshed

once they reach Lvth[L]. The CAT tree is reset back to a single counter every

tREFW as all the rows within a bank would have been refreshed once.

The rationale behind this scheme is that the more frequently activated rows

are more likely to cause row-hammering; therefore, they are allocated more

counters and counted at a more fine-grained level. Thus, only a small num-

ber of rows would be refreshed when a group reaches RHth. However, if not

provisioned with enough levels and counters, CAT must refresh rows in groups

too, whereas TWiCe counts and targets potential aggressors per row. Therefore,

CAT incurs a high additional ACT overhead when compared to TWiCe.
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Chapter 3

EXPLORING CAT

Although CAT requires a smaller table size than TWiCe, it incurs too many

additional ACTs compared to TWiCe on adversarial memory access patterns [20].

However, CAT could be improved to significantly reduce the number of addi-

tional ACTs by slightly increasing its table size. Prior to showing how CAT could

be optimized, we first show why CAT incurs excessive ACTs and describe the

structure of CAT in detail.

3.1 Profuse Refreshes

[28] sets the number of levels, the level thresholds, and the maximum number of

counters without considering the number of additional ACTs CAT incurs. Having

a sufficient number of levels is crucial because it affects how many rows are

refreshed together when a counter is at the last CAT level. For example, in [28]

the number of levels is set to 11 for a DRAM bank with 65,536 (= 216) rows,

which means 32 (= 216−11) rows that belong to a group and two more adjacent

rows are refreshed at the same time when Lvth[L = 10] is reached for a counter

at the last level. Moreover, when DRAM rows are remapped to correct faulty

rows [4,8, 31], the group of rows may not be physically contiguous in DRAM, in

This chapter is based on [13].
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Figure 3.1: The number of additional ACTs per DRAM bank of PARA, TWiCe,
and the original CAT [28] when a single row is repeatedly activated. PARA
refreshes adjacent rows with 0.001 probability upon each ACT (PARA-0.001)
and CAT employs 256 counters with 11 levels (CAT-256).

which case additional rows must be refreshed to account for the remapped rows.

If an attacker attempts to compromise DRAM integrity, a simple row-hammer

attack would be to repeatedly activate one specific row as often as possible. Fig-

ure 3.1 shows the number of ACTs each row-hammer mitigation scheme in-

curs to refresh rows under this single-row attack scenario. Although CAT is a

counter-based solution, it incurs 17 times more ACTs than TWiCe, even higher

than PARA, to prevent row-hammering. Because such a high number of ad-

ditional ACTs defeats the purpose of a counter-based solution, CAT must be

improved to incur fewer additional refreshes.

Another crucial element of CAT is that it must have a sufficient number of

counters to prevent profuse refreshes. If CAT is implemented with a small num-

ber of counters, it could experience a case that a counter reaches its level thresh-

old when all the available counters are occupied, and hence CAT cannot further

split the counter. In this case, the counters that cannot split could reach RHth

while maintaining a large row group, requiring CAT to refresh the entire row

group and two adjacent rows to the group to prevent row-hammering, which

incurs a large number of additional ACTs. In the worst case, if an attacker rec-
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Figure 3.2: An exemplar CAT tree (top) and corresponding CAT tables (bot-
tom).

ognizes that DRAM is protected against row-hammering using CAT, the attacker

could split all the rows in one side of a tree to deplete CAT’s free counters and

start activating the rows in the other side, in which case, half the rows in a DRAM

bank (= 216−1 rows) would have to be refreshed when Lvth[L] is reached, as

shown in [20].

3.2 CAT Implementation

[28] proposes to implement CAT as a linked list; to access a counter, you must

iterate through a table that records the tree structure (search table) to access

the address of the counter, which is stored in a separate table (counter table). As

CAT begins with one counter and for every split, one counter and one split entry

is added to the counter table and the search table, respectively. The number of

counters is always one more than the number of splits, so for a CAT with a max-

imum of M counters, a search table with a size of M-1 entries are needed. An

exemplar CAT table is shown in Figure 3.2b. A single search table entry is com-

prised of two fields and two flags; (L_addr,R_addr) fields and (L_leaf ,R_leaf)
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flags. L_addr and R_addr point to the next table entries whereas L_leaf and

R_leaf represent whether the next entry could be found in the search table or

the counter table. A single counter table entry only holdsACTCNT , which records

the number of ACTs to a row group.

An exemplar CAT tree and the corresponding CAT table is shown in

Figure 3.2a and 3.2b. Once the target row address A (0 ≤ A <

(number of rows in a bank)) of a row ACT command is received by CAT, CAT

must increment the ACTCNT of c2 in the counter table entry ct2, which counts

the ACTs to the row group of row A. To access c2, search table entry s0 is first

accessed, and the first bit of A is used to determine whether c2 is in the left node

or the right node. As c2 is in the left node, L_leaf flag is checked. Seeing that

L_leaf is 0, CAT uses L_addr value to access the next entry in the search table

(s1), and the next bit in address A is used to determine which node c2 belongs to

in this entry. CAT iterates through this process until it finds the entry in which

_leaf flag is 1 (s2), indicating that _addr field points to a counter in the counter

table. Therefore, _addr is used to access the counter table, finally accessing c2

and incrementing the ACTCNT . By implementing CAT as a linked list, the max-

imum time to access a counter entry in CAT becomes directly proportional to the

maximum level of the CAT tree because one additional search tree access is re-

quired per counter level increase. This makes CAT scalable in size, as the latency

to access a counter is proportional to the number of accesses to CAT, which is

determined by the levels of CAT rather than the number of entries in the CAT

table. In Section 4.4, we show how this property can be exploited to reduce the

table size of CAT.
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3.3 Evaluating CAT with Respect to Time Window

The reason why CAT incurs the most additional ACTs in Figure 3.1 and in [20] is

that CAT has to refresh rows in groups, whereas TWiCe can pinpoint which exact

rows have the potential to cause row-hammering and refresh just two adjacent

rows whenever the refresh threshold is reached. If CAT is constructed with 17

levels (levels 0-16) for a DRAM bank with 65,536 (=216) rows, a counter at the

17th (level 16) level would be associated with a single DRAM row as the number

of rows per counter is halved every level. Therefore, we only need to refresh the

two adjacent rows adjacent to the row when Lvth[L] is exceeded for a counter

at the 17th level. However, increasing the number of levels also decreases the

number of ACTs between level thresholds, which increases the number of splits.

Therefore, increasing the number of levels makes it more likely that all counters

in CAT would be active, aggravating the problem outlined in Section 3.1 where a

very large row group is allocated to a single counter because counters cannot be

split further.

To prevent CAT counters from being overflowed as the number of levels

increase, CAT must be provisioned to the maximum possible number of counters

within tREFW. To evaluate precisely howmany counters are needed, we leverage

the intuition from TWiCe that the number of ACTs within a refresh window is

bounded. Because one additional counter is needed every time an existing counter

reaches Lvth[n] and splits, the maximum number of counters that could be used

in tREFW is (maximum number of splits in tREFW) + (initial counters). If we

can calculate how many splits could occur using the maximum number of ACTs

in tREFW, we can deduce the number of counters CAT needs to stop its counters

15
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Figure 3.3: The Figure of a CAT-TWO with L levels when ∆[n] is an arithmetic
sequence with a negative common difference (d) (top). Graph of the maximum
number of splits in tREFW verses d (bottom). Maximum number of splits steadily
decreases as d is increased from -100 to 0 and steadily increases as d is increased
from 0 to 100.

from being overflowed.

We name this time window optimized version of CAT as CAT-TWO, which

differs from CAT in that it refreshes rows on a per-aggressor-row basis, with-

out running out of counters to allocate whenever a counter needs to be split. To

calculate the exact number of counters that would stop CAT-TWO from over-

flowing, we should first decide how to set Lvth[n].

3.4 CAT-TWO counters versus Lvth[n]

We conduct a Lvth[n] sensitivity analysis, evaluating the maximum number of

counters needed depending on how Lvth[n] is set. We configure the difference

between consecutive Lvth[n] (∆[n] = Lvth[n]−Lvth[n − 1]) to be an arithmetic

sequence and set the common difference to three different cases; when the com-

mon difference is smaller than zero, when the common difference is zero (when

∆[n] = ∆[n − 1]), and when the common difference is larger than zero. Fig-

ure 3.3a shows the change in Lvth[n] when ∆[n] is decreasing. Setting ∆[n] to

16



be a+ n× d, when d (common difference of arithmetic sequence) is less than 0,

∆[n] decreases as the level goes higher; therefore counters in the higher levels

require fewer ACTs to split. This trend flips when d is greater than 0, where∆[n]

increases as the level gets higher, and when d is 0, ∆[n] is the same regardless

of the counter’s level. With∆[n] set as an arithmetic series, the maximum num-

ber of splits in tREFW can be calculated by using a greedy algorithm: a counter

with the least ACTs to Lvth[n] is chosen to be split repeatedly until the maximum

number of ACTs within tREFW is reached. When d < 0, a counter at the highest

level is chosen to be split over other counters, and when d > 0, a counter at the

lowest level is chosen to be split. Because∆[n] is the same across all levels when

d = 0, any counter can be chosen in this case.

Figure 3.3b depicts the maximum number of splits within tREFW when d is

increased from -100 to 100. The number of splits steadily decreases as d gets

close to 0 and starts rising as d passes zero because if there are levels that have

lower ∆[n] than other levels, ACTs can be focused on those counters to incur

more splits with fewer ACTs. As the capacity to hold counters is doubled with

each level, this phenomenon is more prevalent when the higher levels need fewer

ACTs to split. Therefore, more counters can be split with fewer ACTs, and less

prevalent when the higher levels need fewer ACTs to split. This is why the

number of splits increases more steeply when d is decreased from 0 rather than

when it is increased from 0.

Therefore, the maximum number of splits is minimized when the ∆[n] is the

same throughout all levels. Setting the equal difference between Lvth[n] brings

another benefit; it is easy to analyze how many splits could occur in tREFW.

When the∆[n] is the same throughout all levels, it does not matter which counter

17



is chosen to split as all counters would require the same amount of ACTs to split.

Therefore, the maximum number of splits would be
(# of ACTs in tREFW)

a
and

the number of counters would be:

# counters =
# ACTs in tREFW

∆
+ # of roots,

∆ = ∆[n] = Lvth[n]− Lvth[n− 1] =
RHth

# Lvs

(3.1)
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Chapter 4

OPTIMIZING CAT-TWO

Given the aforementioned new restrictions, there are more optimization op-

portunities to reduce the number of counters or reduce the size of CAT-TWO.

4.1 Multiple Tree Roots

From Equation (3.1), if we reduce the number of levels, we increase the dif-

ference between Lvth[n] (∆), decreasing the number of counters. Previously, it

was assumed that CAT-TWO stems from a single root. If we start from multiple

roots, we can reduce the number of levels needed for the last level to count only

one row. For example, if we start from 4 tree roots, only 15 levels are needed to

split the counters to individual rows. Lvth[n] becomes Lvth[L]/15, which is larger
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Figure 4.1: Number of roots vs. maximum number of counters.

This chapter is based on [13].
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than Lvth[L]/17. However, increasing the number of roots means that counters that

do not receive ACT commands and, therefore, would not have split are initially

split, increasing the total number of counters. Therefore, the number of roots

must balance the decrease in the maximum number of splits and the increase

in initial counters. Figure 4.1 depicts the number of maximum counters versus

the number of roots. Initially, the maximum number of counters decreases as

the number of levels is decreased. When the number of roots surpasses 64, the

number of counters increases as the number of roots becomes a dominant source

of counters. Therefore, we implement CAT-TWO with 64 roots and 11 levels.

The idea of using multiple roots is also discussed in [28]. However, multiple

roots in our scheme reduce the number of levels, whereas [28] maintains the

number of levels, choosing to pre-split all nodes of a tree to a certain level M

and not to alter the tree structure. If the tree structure is maintained, the number

of ACTs for the first split is increased from Lvth[0] to Lvth[M ]. By contrast,

in CAT-TWO, as the number of counters must be provisioned to accommodate

the worst-case memory access pattern, this approach increases the number of

counters rather than decreasing it. It is because after reaching Lvth[M ], the

number of ACTs needed for the next splits is ∆ regardless which level CAT-

TWO is pre-split to, and the number of initial counters that are pre-split (2M)

is greater than the number of counters saved by preventing splits until Lvth[M ]

ACTs (M). Therefore, the maximum number of counters is increased from when

the tree is grown from one initial node, which does not benefit our effort to reduce

the size of CAT-TWO.
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4.2 Rank-level CAT-TWO

All previous row-hammer mitigation solutions were designed to be deployed on

a per-bank basis. However, the frequency of DRAM ACTs are limited by tRC

for a DRAM bank, but the frequency of DRAM ACTs for a DRAM rank is limited

by tRRD and tFAW. As an example, a DDR4 DRAM whose tRC is set to be 44.5

ns amounts to 1,351,680 ACTs per bank in tREFW; however, tFAW is set to

21 ns, which amounts to 11,632,640 ACTs per rank in tREFW. For a DRAM

rank consisting of 16 banks, this means the sum of ACTs per bank, 1,351,680 ×

16 = 21,626,880, is about 1.85 times more than the maximum ACTs per rank.

Therefore, rather than distributing a smaller CAT-TWO table to each bank, if

we implement CAT-TWO at a per-rank basis and aggregate the tables to create

one large CAT-TWO table to track all ACTs to a rank, we can cut down the

maximum number of ACTs in tREFW, reducing the aggregate number of splits

and counters. While TWiCe is also affected by the maximum number of ACTs per

tREFW, this idea does not apply to TWiCe as content addressable memories are

needed to manage TWiCe tables, and the total latency would increase too much

when implementing one big table for the entire DRAM rank.

Although rank-level CAT-TWO reduces the total number of counters of a

rank, it comes at the cost of increasing the size of a single search table en-

try. When CAT-TWO is modified from being deployed per bank to per rank, the

number of entries of a single CAT-TWO table (search and counter) increases

from hundreds to several thousand as a single CAT-TWO table covers the entire

rank. In this case, the width of _addr entries would have to be increased to be

over 10 bits, increasing the size of a single entry. In the next section, we propose
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unifying the search and counter tables together to reduce the size of CAT-TWO

despite the increase in the width of an entry.

Another challenge to rank-level CAT-TWO is the increase in CAT-TWO

clock speed. The clock speed of CAT-TWO was not a problem when it was

deployed per bank as the maximum frequency of ACTs for a bank is limited by

tRC (44.5 ns for DDR4). A CAT-TWO with 11 levels would require a maximum

of 13 table accesses per ACT (When a counter split, the total number of accesses

would be 13; 11 accesses to read ACTCNT , plus one access to write-back the

location of the split counter, plus one access to record the new counter), which

requires CAT-TWO to operate at a minimum clock speed of 13 accesses/44.5 ns =

0.292 GHz. If CAT-TWO is deployed per rank, the throughput of ACTs to a rank

is limited by tFAW/4, which translates to 13 accesses/(21 ns / 4) = 2.48 GHz in clock

speed. However, this frequency is too high to be implemented in a wide range

of systems, and while the average time between ACTs is limited by tFAW/4, the

minimum time between two ACTs is limited by tRRD (3.3 ns). Therefore, if

CAT-TWO operates below 13 accesses/3.3 ns = 3.93 GHz, CAT-TWO needs buffers

to store the ACT commands and a more complicated control logic. To deploy

CAT-TWO on a wide range of systems, CAT-TWOmust operate at lower speeds

while satisfying both tFAW and tRRD timing constraints, for which the number of

levels of CAT-TWO must be decreased to reduce the number of table accesses.

Employing multiple tree roots cuts down the number of levels of CAT-TWO, but

using the idea to reduce the levels beyond 10 levels is impractical as the number

of counters grows exponentially with each level reduction. To solve this problem,

we introduce high-radix CAT-TWO, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.
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4.3 Unified Tables

Instead of separating the search and counter tables as [28] suggests, we propose

to unify the two tables together to reduce CAT-TWO size and table accesses.

Rank-level CAT-TWO requires over 10 bits for _addr, which is comparable to

the 15 bits that the counter table requires to record ACTCNT . Therefore, instead

of separating the search table and counter table, it makes sense to reduce the total

size of CAT-TWO by increasing the width of _addr to 15 bits to be used as both

_addr and ACTCNT .

A rank-level CAT-TWO with 64 roots requires 4,416 counters, which means

_addr would have to be 13 bits wide to cover all counters in CAT-TWO. When the

search and counter tables are separated, the search table would have M-1 entries

with 28 bits/entry (R_addr + L_addr + L_leaf + R_leaf) and a counter table

with M entries with 15 bits/entry, which equates to a consolidated size of 43 bits

per entry. However, if we were to increase the size of the _addr fields to 15 bits

and use the field to point to the next table entry when _leaf entry is 0 and use

the field as ACTCNT when _leaf is 1, this reduces the bits per counter to 32 bits
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Figure 4.3: CAT-TWO radix vs. table size (bar) and clock speed (line).

per entry. Therefore, unifying the search table and the counter table reduces

the total table size by about 26%. Moreover, the unified table reduces one table

access as there is no need to check the last search table entry in checking the

address of the counter in the counter table.

4.4 High-radix CAT-TWO

CAT-TWO has been assumed to have a binary tree. However, if CAT-TWO has

a higher-radix tree that splits to more than 2 counters every time a counter splits,

the number of levels required to count a single row per counter at the last level

would decrease. For example, a CAT-TWOwith radix-4 with a single root would

require only 8 levels to divide the initial rows to a single counter, while a binary

CAT-TWO required 16 levels. Therefore, high-radix CAT-TWO could be used

to reduce the number of table accesses to access a counter, reducing CAT-TWO

clock speed. However, while doubling the radix roughly halves the number of

levels, it also increases the number of new counters per split, increasing the total

number of counters.
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Figure 4.3 depicts the change in CAT-TWO table size and operation speed,

as the radix of CAT-TWO is increased from 2 to 16. CAT-TWO is assumed

to be deployed per-rank, with a unified table and 64 roots, and finishes counter

updates within tRRD. Table size is used to compare the tables because the num-

ber of counters does not offer a fair comparison when the radix is changed, as

higher radix CAT-TWO requires fewer _out fields to record the structure of the

tree. When the radix increases from 2 to 4, there is only an 8% increase in size,

whereas the size increases 39% and 56% when the radix incremented from 4 to

8 and 8 to 16, respectively. The reduction in clock speed is the highest when the

radix is increased from 2 to 4, and the clock speed reduction diminishes when

the radix is increased to 8 and 16. We choose to implement CAT-TWO with a

radix-4 tree as it can be operated at a low enough speed. When reducing the

clock speed is crucial, further increasing the radix at the cost of an increase in

size is a viable option.
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Chapter 5

EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup

We analyzed the energy and timing of CAT-TWO, and compared the size

and performance, in terms of an increase in ACTs, against other row-hammer

solutions. We evaluated the table size of each row-hammer prevention scheme

and assessed the increase in ACTs due to additional ACTs on a system simulated

with McSimA+ [1]. The row-hammer prevention schemes were assumed to be

implemented on a multi-core system with DDR4-2400 DRAM. Other simulation

parameters are summarized in Table 5.1.

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks [6] were used. 29 SPECrate workloads and 2

mixed multi-programmed workloads were used for the simulations. The most

representative 100M instructions were extracted from each application using

Simpoint [29], and 16 copies of the same application were used as a multi-

programmed workload. Mix-high workload was created using 9 applications with

the most memory access per kilo-instructions (MAPKI) (mcf, milc, leslie3d,

soplex, GemsFDTD, libquantum, lbm, sphinx3, and omnetpp), and mix-blend

workload was created using 16 random SPEC CPU2006 applications regardless of

MAPKI. We also evaluated the protection schemes against targeted row-hammer

This chapter is based on [13].
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Table 5.1: Parameters of simulated system.

Resource Value

Number of cores, MCs 16, 2
Per core:

Freq, issue/commit width 3.6 GHz, 4/4 slots
Issue policy Out-of-Order
L1 I/D $, L2 $ 16 KB, 128 KB private
L1, L2, L3 $ line size 64 B
Hardware (linear) prefetch On

L3 $ 16 MB shared
Per memory controller (MC):

# of channels, Req Q 2 Ch, 64 entries
Module type DDR4-2400
Capacity per rank, bandwidth 8 GB, 19.2 GB/s
Scheduling PAR-BS [24]
DRAM page policy Minimalist open [14]

attack scenarios, where a single row in a bank (single-bank attack) or rows dis-

tributed across multiple banks (9 banks of the same rank, multi-bank attack)

are repeatedly activated at maximum frequency. Because ACTs to a bank are

limited by tRC and ACTs to a rank by tFAW, only 8 banks can be activated at

the maximum frequency of ACTs to a bank and 1 bank at 60% of the maximum

frequency of ACTs to a bank.

Table size and increase in ACTs were evaluated between PARA, original CAT

with 64 counters per bank (CAT-64), original CAT with 256 counters per bank

(CAT-256), CAT-TWO, and TWiCe. CAT-TWO was designed to be radix-

4, 6 levels, and 64 roots with 2,386 table entries, where each entry is 64 bits

wide, holding a maximum of 4 counters. Parameters for the DRAM that the row-

hammer prevention schemes were deployed to are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: DRAM parameters [10].

Parameter Value

tREFW 64 ms
tREFI 7.8 µs
tRFC 350 ns
tRC 44.5 ns
tFAW 21 ns
RHth 65,536
Max ACTs per tREFW to a bank 1,351,680
Max ACTs per tREFW to a rank 11,632,640
Pages per bank 65,536

5.2 Results

Timing and Energy: We analyzed the energy overhead of CAT-TWO tables us-

ing CACTI-6.5 [32] with 32 nm process and derived DRAM energy usage from

DDR4 SDRAM system-power calculator [22]. While the logic layer of CAT-

TWO contributes to the energy, it incurs negligible energy overhead compared to

the CAT-TWO tables. Therefore, we focus on the CAT-TWO table accesses in

this paper.

We designed CAT-TWO as one bank of SRAM with 8 bytes of data per line

with 2,386 lines, amounting to 19 KB per 8 GB DRAM rank, and CAT-TWO

is assumed to operate at 2.44 GHz. As the number of accesses to increment

ACTCNT differs by the level that the counter is in, we show the minimum and

maximum energy consumption and timing. The number of accesses to increment

ACTCNT equals to the tree traversal to locate the ACTCNT and another write

access to increment the ACTCNT . Hence, the number of accesses at the bottom

level is 2 while the number of access at level 5, the last level, is 6. Splits require

one additional access than normalACTCNT increment as the newly created entry
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Table 5.3: Timing/energy of CAT-TWO/DRAM operations.

# of
Accesses

Timing
(ns)

Energy
(nJ)

CAT-TWO

ACTCNT

increment
min 2 0.82 0.0137
max 6 2.46 0.0412

Split
min 3 1.23 0.0206
max 6 2.46 0.0412

Row Refresh 6 2.46 0.0412
Table Reset 256 104.80 1.7588

DRAM
ACT to ACT (tRRD) 3.30 5.74 1

Refresh/Rank (tRFC) 350 1057.92

1Energy here is the energy that is taken to activate and precharge a row,

rather than the energy consumption between two ACTs.

must be allocated. However, as splits only occur until the second to last level, the

maximum number of accesses remains the same. Refreshes require finding a

counter at the last level and resetting the ACTCNT back to zero, incurring the

same number of accesses as when the ACTCNT of a counter at the last level is

incremented. Periodic resetting requires CAT-TWO to reset 256 entries (entries

per bank × number of banks = 16 × 16), requiring 256 writes.

The timing requirements of CAT-TWO are within DRAM timing parameters,

and the energy overhead is negligible compared to DRAM operations. The longest

time to update the table is 2.46 ns, which is less than tRRD of 3.3 ns, and the time

it takes to reset the table is 104.8 ns while tRFC is 350 ns. The CAT-TWO

table operations take less time than DRAM operations, causing no performance

overhead. The energy overhead is negligible compared to DRAM operations, with

0.7%maximum energy overhead per table update, and 0.2% energy overhead per

reset.
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Figure 5.1: Row-hammering prevention scheme table sizes.

Table Size: Figure 5.1 shows the table size of each row-hammer prevention

scheme in bytes per DRAM bank. The table size of CAT-TWO is the amortized

size per bank; the table size per rank divided by the number of banks. PARA,

which does not use a table, incurs zero table size overhead. CAT-64 has the next

smallest table as it uses a small number of counters. The size of CAT-256 and

CAT-TWO is comparable to each other, with CAT-TWO being 13% larger than

CAT-256. TWiCe requires the largest table, 2.32 times the size of CAT-TWO.

Additional ACTs: Figure 5.2 shows the results from the simulation. Bench-

marks with the highest increase in ACTs were selected to be shown in the figure.

On average of SPECrate, PARA incurred the most increase in ACTs, 0.1%, fol-

lowed by CAT-64 and CAT-256, 0.0487% and 0.0318%, respectively. However,

CAT-64 incurred a higher increase in ACTs than PARA in soplex, GemsFDTD,

libquantum, and mix-high, reaching as high as 0.25% in mix-high. CAT-256

also incurred a higher increase in ACTs than PARA in soplex and libquantum,

reaching as high as 0.21% for libquantum. This is due to the effects of limited

number of counters and levels, and the effect of duplicated ACTs. CAT-TWO

incurred a 0.000006% increase in ACTs on average, which is less than 0.02% of

the increase in ACTs incurred by CAT-256. In detail, CAT-TWO incurred no

increase in ACTs except for the omnetpp application, where the number of ACTs
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is increased merely by 0.00018%. TWiCe incurred no increase in ACTs across

all tested applications.

In the targeted row-hammer attacks, when attacking a single row of one bank

(single-bank attack), PARA, CAT-64, and CAT-256 all incurred around 0.1%

increase in ACTs, while CAT-TWO and TWiCe both incurred 0.006% increase in

ACTs. In the multi-bank attack, CAT-64 and CAT-256 incur a slight decrease

in ACTs, incurring slightly less than 0.1% increase in ACTs. This is because not

all the rows that are being attacked can be activated at the maximum frequency as

it is being limited by tFAW. CAT-TWO and TWiCe again incur the same increase

in ACTs at 0.006%.

All in all, CAT-TWO incurs the same rate of additional ACTs to TWiCe in all

the applications but omnetpp, where CAT-TWO has slightly more ACTs. PARA,

CAT-64, and CAT-256 all incur significantly more ACTs as they incur over

5,151 times and 16 times the additional ACTs of CAT-TWO in the SPECrate

benchmarks and the targeted attack scenarios, respectively.

Worst-case analysis (maximum number of additional ACTs): Although CAT-

64, CAT-256, CAT-TWO, and TWiCe all have the same RH_th, in some ap-

plications, CAT-64 and CAT-256 incurred additional ACTs while CAT-TWO

and TWiCe did not. It is because, at all levels except the last level, CAT based

row-hammer mitigation solutions track ACTCNT in groups of rows and dupli-

cate the ACTCNT whenever the counters are split. When ACTs are sent to rows

of the same group, ACTCNT increases indiscriminately of the row that receives

the ACT. Therefore, the difference between the ACTCNT of a row and the ac-

tual number of ACTs the row receives is large when ACTs are concentrated to

the rows of the same group. This phenomenon becomes problematic if the traf-
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fic pattern is such that the duplicated ACTCNT is used to trigger refreshes to

rows that are not vulnerable to row-hammering, and hence the additional row

refreshes incur a large overhead. Therefore, we analyzed the maximum num-

ber of ACTs caused by the duplicated ACTs to verify that CAT-TWO would not

hamper system performance under the worst traffic pattern.

C

B A

Lv L-2

Lv L-1

Lv L

Lvth[L-2]

Lvth[L-1]

Lvth[L-3]

Lvth[L]
②③④

①

Figure 5.3: The attack algorithm to maximize ACTs from ACTCNT duplicates.
The tree is grown by concentrating ACTs on one row, then counters with the
least ACTCNT to Lvth[L] are selected to be refreshed.

A greedy algorithm was used to assess the maximum number of increased

ACTs when duplicated ACTCNT is exploited. Figure 5.3 depicts the algorithm

that was used to maximize refreshes. First, the CAT tree is grown by continu-

ously sending ACTs to a single row (mapped to counter A) until it is split to the

last level, then the row is activated again until it is refreshed. Once refreshed, the

ACTCNT of counter A resets to 0. Therefore, the subsequent ACTs are sent to

the row of counter B, which requires the least number of ACTs to be refreshed.

While no ACTs were sent to the row of counter B, because ACTCNT s were du-

plicated by CAT while the row of counter A was activated, counterB is at the last

level with Lvth[L − 1] as ACTCNT , requiring only ∆[L] ACTs to be refreshed.

When counter B is refreshed, counter C is then selected to be refreshed as it
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Table 5.4: The number of worst-case additional ACTs within tREFW.

CAT-64 CAT-256 CAT-TWO

# of Additional ACTs 2,166,964 14,784 368

requires the least number of ACTs. The algorithm continues until all ACTs in

tREFW is used to refresh rows or until all counters are used at the original CAT.

When all counters are being used, the algorithm targets the lowest level coun-

ters that can reach RH_th with the remaining ACTs to maximize the number of

refreshes.

Figure 5.4 shows the number of refreshes in a bank within tREFW when

the duplicate ACTs are exploited on the original CAT-64, CAT-256, and CAT-

TWO. CAT-64 incurs 2,166,964 additional ACTs and the most refreshes out of

all schemes as 64 counters are used up within tREFW, and the counter at level 1 is

targeted to maximize the number of additional ACTs. CAT-256 does not use up

all counters, but the number of additional ACTs is 14,784 and still large as every

time a counter reaches RH_th, 34 rows are refreshed. CAT-TWO incurs only

368 additional ACTs, the least number of additional ACTs, and less than 2.5% of

either CAT configurations. This result concurs with the simulation results in fig-

ure 5.2 where CAT-64 and CAT-256 incurs a large number of refreshes because

of the duplicated ACTs, whereas CAT-TWO incurs negligible to zero additional

ACTs.

Additionally, this result also highlights that even in the worst case, the ad-

ditional ACTs are negligible for CAT-TWO because CAT-TWO only incurs 368

maximum additional ACTs in tREFW, which is only 0.03% of the maximum num-

ber of ACTs in tREFW to a bank.
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Figure 5.4: The number of additional refreshes and number of entries per bank
against reduction in ∆[L].

5.3 Decreasing ∆[L]

While ∆[n] affects the number of splits in tREFW, ∆[L] does not, because a

counter that reaches Lvth[L] is refreshed. Therefore, if we were to decrease

∆[L] and use the surplus ACTs to increase other∆[n], we can reduce the number

of ACTs in tREFW and decrease the total number of counters. However, this op-

timization comes at the expense of increasing the effect of duplicated ACTCNT s.

As more ACTs are accumulated before counters are split, more ACTCNT is du-

plicated and increases the maximum number of additional ACTs.

Figure 5.4 shows the number of additional ACTs and the number of entries

per bank against the reduction in ∆[L]. When the reduction in ∆[L] goes from

0 to 5,400, the number of entries per bank decreases from 149 to 127, and the

additional ACTs increases from 368 to 1,192. While the additional ACTs increases

steeply with the reduction in ∆[L], if the additional ACTs are within a tolerable

envelope or if it is crucial to reduce the size of CAT-TWO, this optimization could

be used to trade CAT-TWO table size with an increase in the maximum number

of additional ACTs.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

We have proposed CAT-TWO, a time window optimized counter-based

adaptive tree that counts the ACTs to a group of rows, but always refreshes

rows on a per-aggressor-row basis. CAT-TWO is guaranteed to refresh rows

adjacent to a single aggressor row by provisioning it with enough counters such

that a counter that passes Lvth[n] can always split. We further optimize CAT-

TWO to shrink its table size by analyzing the effect of Lvth[n] to the number of

counters, utilizing multiple tree roots, deploying CAT-TWO per rank, and unify-

ing CAT-TWO tables. We also reduce the number of accesses to a CAT-TWO

table to reduce the clock speed by utilizing a high-radix tree. Our analysis shows

CAT-TWO incurs only 0.7% more energy on table updates and 0.2% more en-

ergy on table resets. CAT-TWO performs on par with TWiCe with regard to

the increase of ACTs and 16× to 5,151× better than CAT-256. The table size

of CAT-TWO is less than half of that of TWiCe and only 13% larger than that

of CAT-256. Furthermore, even in the worst-case CAT-TWO only requires

0.03% of the maximum number of ACTs within tREFW to ensure row-hammer

prevention.

This chapter is based on [13].
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국문초록

DRAM에는데이터가전하의형태로캐패시터에저장된다. 하지만, 캐패시터들은

전하가새고완전히잃어버리는특성이있어, DRAM에저장되어있는데이터의수명이

제한되어있다. 따라서, DRAM의 데이터를 보존하기 위해서 캐패시터에 저장되어

있는 전하는 특정 주기마다 다시 채워진다. 하지만 최근에 DRAM row들이 반복되어

activation (ACT) 들을 받게되면, 인접한 DRAM row들의 전하 누수가 가속되는

현상이발견되었다. Row-hammering은이현상을악용하는공격으로서, DRAM row

를 집중적으로 activate할 하여 인접 row들의 데이터가 refresh되기 이전에 DRAM

데이터를 회손한다. 이를 해결하기 위해 한 행의 활성화 횟수를 세어, 로우 해머링이

발생하기 이전에 인접한 행들을 refresh하는 보완책들이 제안되었으나, 이들은 넓은

다이면적이필요하거나많은수의행들을 ACT해야되어시스템전체성능을저하할

수있다. 따라서이전연구들의주안점은 row-hammering을 방지함과동시에필요한

다이면적과 시스템 성능 저하를 최소하하는 것이었다.

이 논문에서는, 기존의 Counter-based Adaptive Tree (CAT) 방법을 Time

window를 통해 최적화여 필요한 다이 면적을 줄임과 동시에 기존 row-hammering

보완책과비슷한수준의시스템성능저하가발생하는CAT-TWO를제안한다. CAT-

TWO는 마지막레벨의 counter가 refresh threshold를 넘어설경우단 2개의 row만

refresh하도록충분히많은레벨들을 CAT-TWO에 두어, 마지막레벨의카운터에는
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단 하나의 row만이 할당되도록 된다. 또한, CAT-TWO는 refresh window 이내에

ACT가 제한됨을 이용하여 counter overflow가 일어나지 않고 피해자 행이 tree의

마지막 level에서만 refresh됨을 보장한다. 추가적으로 CAT-TWO를 최적화히기

위하여, CAT-TWO의 radix를 증가시키고, root를 늘렸으며, rank 단위로 작동하

도록 최적화를 하여 CAT-TWO의 다이 면적를 줄이고 지연시간을 줄였다. 실험과

분석을 통하여 CAT-TWO는 DDR4 DRAM 대비 0.7% 이하의 추가적인 에너지가

필요하고, 최악의 경우 피해자 행들을 보호하기 위해 총 ACT 수가 0.03% 증가하여

전체 시스템에 미비한 영향을 주는 것을 확인하였다.

주요어: DRAM, 메모리 시스템, 신뢰성, 보안, 에러, 로우 해머링, 보호

학번: 2018-28445
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